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About This Game

Enter Japan in the age of warring states. At the center of this role-playing, action-adventure simulation of combat, statesmanship
and intrigue, you are a samurai warrior struggling for honor. More important than life itself, honor is crucial to achieving your

ultimate goal: unifying feudal Japan under your noble rule.

Game Features:
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Computer-controlled opponents make decisions based on your actions - and on the actions of other rival characters.

Furious melee action against multiple warriors takes place in castles, villages and rice paddies.

Vindicate yourself in duels against rivals who would like nothing better then to diminish your Honor.

Feel the drama and immediacy of real-time battles involving infantry, cavalry and muskets on battlefields that vary with
every conflict.

Untie all 48 warring provinces in common allegiance to you, and earn the title of shogun, military ruler of all Japan.

Fun and Easy to control!

Four skill levels, plus other starting options

An ingenious system of menus, animation and text windows - pioneered by MicroProse in Pirates! - conveys the detail
of text with the fun of graphics and animation.

Authentic Japanese music and graphics powerfully evoke the mood of Sixteenth century Japan.
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Title: Sword of the Samurai
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
MicroProse Software, Inc
Publisher:
Retroism, Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1989

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 100% DirectX compatible graphics

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound

English
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nothing special really. Very Disapointing. This caputure app has potential, like the plugin feature. But the potential is overall
wasted.

Your video files will have a ridiculous huge size p.e. 11 minutes recording gameplay results is 6 gb xD
with obs I have in 12 minutes 236 mb. Because of this it is useless.

Also doing just new version and abandon the old version just to sell again is kinda like scam. I paid for this program and I never
had a usefull use with it.
I can not recommend this software there are way better option out there instad of buying this.
rather donate obs some money.

greets. This game needs more recent reviews. So....
I bought it yesterday while on sale after they released the new action cards.

I'm happy with it. I've played board war games for years and even have many from "back in the day". This is different in that
you are not simulating a real battle but solving a tactical challenge. Other reviews mention that and it helped me adjust to the
game and enjoy it more.

Based on the other reviews a LOT has changed. I've monitored the forums for weeks and noticed the devs are responsive and
receptive. Players can be pretty demanding and impatient. The devs seem to take it all in stride.

Most recently action cards were added and they are a fun aspect to the game. They give additional power, can distrupt the
opponent, etc. I really appreciate that the cards will have a green border when it is applicable to the phase or unit you are on at
the moment. THAT is very helpful. Such details make the PC edition superior to the boardgame edition.

The game description above covers the concept and the images let you see the what you're getting so...

--------------

Pros...
Graphically impressive. The artwork is true to the boardgame. My PC is able to handle the "fantastic" graphic setting and it
really looks nice.

Humorous. There are many tongue-in-cheek quips and subtle nods to cult favorites like Kelly's Heroes and The Dirty Dozen to
name just a few. I think that reinforces that it is not a hardcore simulation but a challenging puzzle.
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The game is upfront about the play style. You get a handful of units and a set time limit. The player needs to determine how to
manage those to achieve a win. It's fairly quick to play - depending on how long you ponder your move.

Adjustable difficulty. I'm a fairly casual gamer so I usually play while doing something else. Knowing I can dial it down or up is
a nice element.

Tutorials get you going. I finished them all in under one hour. You are into the core game quickly.

Lots of hints on the screen. You can turn them off but they do help clarify how the game is intended to be played.

Restarts are easy. If I get a bad roll and decide I want to start again it's just a couple clicks are I'm ready. Same if I missed a key
aspect of the setup and want to go back. If you're not sure how something works just play and when it happens you can restart
with the new knowledge. I had a number of "Oh THAT'S how that works" moments.

Editor is EASY and FAST. I played only two hours on the campaigns before I was setting up my own battles. I wanted some
tank vs tank action and it was EASY to create. I'm expecting the Sitherine forums have player created missions to share.

You can easily alt-tab out of the game and return without any issues.

Runs great on Windows 8, Nvidia card, 1920 x 1080

---------------

Cons...
It can be initially frustrating to determine how certain elements function. The tutorials get you going but I still had questions and
the e-manual didn't close the gap. However, my solution has been to play, take the loss, and let that show me how the mechanics
work. I think it is less of a "con" if you know going in -- so I'm telling you now.

--------------

At the moment it is 34% off and I'd recommend it if you seek an entertaining game that is also challenging.

.. I got this as part of the Killing Floor Bundle. This DLC is the only character DLC I care about because of Paramedic Alfred
Anderson; because I mainly play Field Medic, this character pack allows me to look the part as well.. For $5? Hell yeah!!! I got
it for the kids really but started playing and laughing a good bit :) .Lots of control options and split screen coop(kids). I expected
to play a level and put it down but its addictive and funny so I had to keep going.Play it on "deadly" difficulty for most fun. Can
drop now some big balls

10\/10
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This game is such a underrated classic. The music, the voice work, the presentation is just amazing for it's time. Even now the
music sends chill when clashing with other armies.

I really wonder why this franchise just died off. I mean LOTD3 was crap, but if they make a LOTD4 like 2... would be a match
made in heaven.. Lamp Lighting Simulator 2018. 10/10 would play again.. This is one of those games that you either love or
hate.. STOP ! ! ! ! !
step 1 never buy this
step 2 deinstall if u buy it
step 3 buy a good game
or if u like buying♥♥♥♥♥♥ENJOY. I finally decided to start playing this, just to give it a try. I ended up playing all the way to
the end in one sitting, it took like 4 hours. I never do that with games, I almost never play for 4 hours straight. This one I just
couldn't stop. Every time I seemed to get to a stopping point I had to know what was coming next, what's through this door,
where does that ladder lead to? The ending I got was unexpected and totally bizarre. I kept thinking I was almost to the end, but
there was always one more section, one more puzzle. Then when it was finally over I wasn't sure at first until the credits
appeared.
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